
Global Empowerment Mission Successfully
Delivers Humanitarian Aid to North Gaza
Signaling Resilience Amidst Conflict

GEM Ben Grant distribution in Jabalia Group

Continuing to Deliver Aid to one of the

Most Unvisited Areas in North Gaza, GEM

and Partners are Dedicated to Making

Impact via Aid Distributions to Civilians 

CAIRO, EGYPT, May 1, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Global

Empowerment Mission (GEM), a

leading humanitarian organization

dedicated to providing aid in crisis

zones, has just established and proven

a successful pathway for aid delivery to

Northern Gaza. On April 29th, the

organization delivered multiple trucks of humanitarian aid to Jabalia in North Gaza. Departing

from their warehouse in Khan Yunis, GEM's team and convoy navigated through high-risk terrain

and safely reached its destination. 

We are unwavering in our

commitment to expanding

our capacity in North Gaza,

ensuring that aid reaches

civilians caught in the

crossfire.”

Emiliy Fullmer, Chief

Operations Officer, GEM

"I am incredibly proud of the brave efforts demonstrated

by our team in North Gaza,” said Chief Operations Officer,

Emily Fullmer. “We deployed a specialized team dedicated

to the North, composed of  staff experienced in navigating

complex war zones. This mission required high-level

coordination with both the UN and Israeli authorities to

ensure deconfliction at every step. Moving forward, we are

unwavering in our commitment to expanding our capacity

in North Gaza, ensuring that aid reaches civilians caught in

the crossfire."

Utilizing a range of strategic transportation tactics, GEM ensured the safe passage of the aid,

demonstrating their commitment to reaching those in need under even the most adverse

circumstances. The American organization prioritizes efficacy in every aspect of their operations,

ensuring that aid reaches the intended civilians down to the last mile. This particular delivery

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.globalempowermentmission.org/
https://www.globalempowermentmission.org/


GEM MENA Distribution in North Gaza

GEM MENA team in Jabalia with children

included ready-to-eat family food kits,

beans, rice, flour, hygiene essentials

and more.

What sets GEM apart in the

humanitarian landscape is their

unwavering dedication to tracking aid

movement to its final destination, a

level of accountability that is often

lacking among other humanitarian

actors. As part of their mission to

expand humanitarian operations

throughout Gaza, GEM collaborates

with partners such as Anera and the

World Food Programme (WFP), each

contributing their expertise to different

stages of the supply chain.

GEM's warehouses in Gaza and Cairo

serve as vital humanitarian hubs,

facilitating the movement of aid on

behalf of international non-

governmental organizations (INGOs)

from across the globe. Since the

beginning of the year, GEM has

delivered over 100 trucks (2,500

pallets) of humanitarian aid to Gaza,

with their latest convoy consisting of 33

trucks coordinated from Cairo. In total,

more than 1,600 metric tons (3.5M lbs) has been dispatched to date.

Among GEM's esteemed partners is SmartAID, an Israeli non-profit organization that recognizes

the importance of humanitarian assistance regardless of political boundaries. This collaboration

underscores GEM's commitment to fostering cooperation and unity in the face of adversity.

As tensions continue to escalate in the region, GEM remains steadfast in its mission to alleviate

suffering and provide essential aid to those affected by conflict. With plans to further expand

their operations in Gaza, particularly in the North, GEM reaffirms its commitment to serving

communities in crisis and upholding the principles of humanity and compassion.
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